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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an approach to automatically detect dementia from a human face. Although
some works have detected dementia from speech and language attributes, there are few studies focusing on facial expression in dementia patients. We recorded the human-agent interaction data of
spoken dialogues from 24 participants (12 with dementia and 12 without) and extracted the face
features. Our objective was to classify dementia by L1 regularized logistic regression. The facial features and the L1 logistic regression were then used to classify the participants into two groups with
0.82 detection performance, as measured by the areas under the receiver operating characteristic
curve. We also identified various contributing features, such as action units, eye gaze, and lip activity. These results demonstrate that our system has the potential to detect dementia from the face
through spoken dialog systems and as such, can be of assistance to health care workers.
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INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a neurodegenerative disorder that presents itself in various types (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease, primary progressive aphasia, normal pressure hydrocephalus, and dementia with Lewy bodies).
Its early diagnosis is critical because this enables the patient and family to plan for the future and
identify outside sources of assistance. As potentially useful and proven treatments become available,
early diagnosis will become increasingly important. However, dementia’s early detection is challenging, especially in its most early stages [17]. In order to detect dementia, patients undergo a series of
cognitive tests and assessments. In the case of early-stage detection, complementary tests include
the analysis of samples of cerebrospinal fluid from the brain, a magnetic resonance brain imaging
(MRI) test, and a blood test. These are relatively expensive and require a significant amount of time
and effort. Thus, there is increasing need for additional cost-effective tools that enable the identification of people with dementia in preclinical or early clinical stages [8]. Speech and language cues
extracted from conversation may be indicative of underlying cognitive processes (e.g., word retrieval,
semantic difficulties, and attention deficits). These features are thus potentially useful for the detection of dementia [7, 9, 15, 16, 22]. There is also a study that suggests using gaze following delay to
detect the early stage of dementia [6]. These multimodal findings could be incorporated into dementia detection through human-agent interaction [13, 18, 21].
However, few papers have examined the facial expressions of dementia. One such study investigated the facial expressions exhibited in people with Alzheimer’s disease [3] and found that some
types of dementia were characterized by fewer facial expressions [4, 14]. Additionally, we need to
consider the fact that saving appearance responses (e.g., smiling) are found in Alzheimer’s patients
[11], specifically in the early stage of the disease [18]. In the present study, we examine the potential of multi-dimensional facial features for dementia detection. We describe our data collection in
human-agent interaction along with algorithms for automatically detecting dementia.
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AGENT SYSTEM
As a computer avatar, we used an MMDAgent on a Windows application. This system is a Japanese
spoken dialogue system that integrates speech recognition, dialogue management, text-to-speech,
and behavior generation. The system was adapted for elderly users by adding subtitles, producing a
lower pitch, and using a slower speaking rate. The development process was carried out in consultation with a professional psychiatrist. In this paper, we analyzed a part of the system where it asks
three fixed queries [18] (see Figure 1): Q1) What’s the date today?, Q2) Tell me something interesting
about yourself, Q3) How did you come here today?
The system records videos and speech during the user’s response to the questions. The frame rate
of the video recording was 25. If the user was silent for more than 15 seconds, the system automatically shifted to the next question.
FACIAL AND EYE FEATURE EXTRACTION
Figure 1: Agent system for data collection
from elderly participants. Sub: What’s the
date today? (Q1)

For the facial feature extraction, we used video clips between the end of an agent’s question and the
beginning of its next question for each of the three questions. We first computed the facial attributes
of 2D facial landmarks (mouth region: numbers 48 to 67), face pose (x, y, and z), gaze angles (x and y)
[2], and intensity of action units (AUs) (specifically: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 26, 28,
and 45), based on Openface [5]. We also obtained the user’s response time to the agent’s question
[21] by lip activity (talking face). We utilized the lip activity detection proposed in [12], which used
optical flow and entropy. We extended this approach to 2D facial landmark points around the mouth
region. For each landmark detected in a video frame X t , the entropy of the moving directions of
pixels around the mouth was used to measure the lip movement. Between two mouth regions in two
consecutive frames X t and X t +1 , we computed the entropy of the pixel directions of the lip region as
follows:
Entropy(X t , X t +1 ) = −

∑

P(α i ) log(P(α i )),

(1)

i

where P(α i ) is the probability that a random pixel chosen from the lip region will have the direction
α i (radian). For each face detected in the segment X (being the sequence of N frames (X t , ..., X t +N −1 )),
the lip activity measurement is calculated as
Mv (X ) =

N −1
1 ∑
Entropy(X t +i−1 , X t +i ).
N − 1 i=1

(2)

Then, the decision of talking face is made by comparing Mv (X ) to a given threshold. The threshold
in this study was set to 1.7, and we empirically determined N as 10. We extracted the response time
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as duration until first talking face. All features were split into before and after the response time (Preand Post-). Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of the features were then extracted.
CLASSIFYING DEMENTIA

Table 1: Age of participants, MMSE
score, and educational history (education in years) with mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) values.
N
12
12

Age
74.5 (4.3)
75.9 (7.3)

MMSE
27.5 (1.8)
21.2 (5.1)

Education
8.8 (2.6)
13.9 (3.8)

0.4

0.6

CONCLUSION

0.2

True positive rate

0.8

1.0

non-dementia
dementia

12 dementia outpatients (mean age: 75.9 (SD: 7.3)) and 12 non-dementia (mean age: 74.5 (SD: 4.3))
were recorded. The detailed diagnosis of the dementia patients was nine Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
one normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), one MCI, and one AD+NPH. Per the existing criteria, the
dementia patients were diagnosed by psychiatrists at a hospital affiliated with the Osaka University
Medical School on the basis of DSM-IV-TR [1]. We obtained the age, the Mini-mental state examination (MMSE) score [20], and educational history of all participants. To use the agent system, we
confirmed that all participants completed the task. Participant demographics are shown in Table 1.
We used a machine learning algorithm for differentiating dementia from non-dementia. L1 regularized logistic regression was used as a classifier. Because it is a binary classifier, it is well suited to
the classification task of dementia vs. non-dementia. The feature values were normalized to the mean
of 0 and SD of 1. We evaluated the classification performance with nested leave-one-participant-out
cross-validation [21] and plotted the ROC curve with the areas under it (AUC). In the ROC curve, we
plotted the true and false positive rates.
Figure 2 represents the ROC curves for three questions. An ROC curve along a diagonal shows a
random classification model. Q2 outperformed the other questions (AUC: 0.82), and it shows a high
detection performance using face. The feature from Q3 was difficult to classify dementia, which is
consistent with the previous finding [18]. We accordingly analyzed feature weight. With regard to Q1
and Q2, the following features were highly weighted on all data in L1 regularized logistic regression
(highest values in bold font, descending order): [Q1] Post-AU09, Pre-AU02, Pre-AU05, Post-AU17,
Pre-AU09 (SD), Pre-AU12, Post-AU23 (SD), Post-gaze (x), Response time, [Q2] Post-AU17 (SD), PreAU14 (SD), Post-AU45 (SD), Post-AU10 (SD), Pre-AU04 (SD), Pre-AU12 (SD), and Post-AU09.

0.0

Q1: AUC = 0.78
Q2: AUC = 0.82
Q3: AUC = 0.64
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

False positive rate

Figure 2: ROC curves for true and false
positive rates. Blue, red, and black lines
show questions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

1.0

Our study demonstrated that dementia can be correctly classified from face with 0.82 of the AUC. Because the algorithm utilized in this paper is not novel, other features, such as the features generated
by deep models should be considered. In addition, the generalizability of this system to other mental
diseases need to be explored. In future work, we will integrate this face attribute into multimodal detection and dialog systems [10] as well as implement personalized feedback [19] that informs medical
staff or caregivers of the outcome.
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